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the world wlhere it has not been found. Surveys of psittacosis are also being under-
taken, and it has been observed, for example, that Belfast pigeons are commonly
infected with psittacosis virus.
It will be clear that the type of work in which the Virus Reference Laboratory
can be of most use to the community is-
(a) To investigate outbreaks and epidemics of virus diseases.
(b) By serological surveys and epidemiological studies to define the frequency and
importance in Northern Ireland of the known virus diseases of man.
(c) On suitable occasions to assist clinicians in the investigation of individual cases
believed to be of viral origin.
(d) To assist clinicians and public healtlh workers in research problems of illness
of viral origin.
The diagnosis of virus infections has undergone great development in the last ten
years and no doubt this will continue until virus and bacterial infections can be
diagnosed with equal ease and rapidity. At the moment, with the exception of
certain virus diseases, the diagnosis can only be made when it is too late to influence
the course of treatment. This does not mean that most investigations are a waste
of time, but it does mean that we should regard a Virus Reference Laboratory more
as a means of increasing the knowledge of virologists, clinicians and those
concerned with public health, rather than simply as a routine diagnostic laboratory.
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THE author of the present edition states that care should be taken to avoid reducing the
subject to a mere catalogue of formulx. However, a fairly extensive field is presented to
the student in such brief compass, that only those with a good practical knowledgc of
chemistry are likely to be stimulated to any interest in the subject.
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